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General outlines
The Finnish higher education system consists of two sectors: universities and polytechnics. It
consists of 31 polytechnics and 20 universities. The Polytechnic degree gives qualification for
tasks and offices requiring a higher education degree. Polytechnics have been implemented
in Finland during the 1990s.

We have visited Tampere Polytechnic (TAMK), which is multi-disciplinary Polytechnic offering
education in the fields of Technology, Business Economics, Art and Media, Natural
Resources and the Environment. It was established in 1996. TAMK offers 16 Bachelor"s
programmes, two of them are in taught in English, and two Master’s  programmes,
specialisation study courses and vocational teacher education.
The quality of the web-based study possibilities as well as teaching and research at TAMK
was assessed to be the best in the country according to an research project carried out on the
image of the polytechnics. Moreover 72% of students were employed upon graduation.
Business cooperation has been closely linked to studying and learning at TAMK.

Statements about polytechnics during the interview
Polytechnics are more practically oriented, training professionals for expert
and development posts. Most of them are multidisciplinary, regional institutions, which give
particular weight to contacts with business and industry. Polytechnics are developed as part
of the national and international higher education community, with special emphasis on their
expertise in working life and its development. The polytechnics award professionally oriented
higher education degrees, which take 3.5 or 4 years. The entry requirements are either an
upper secondary school certificate or a vocational diploma.
They have two categories of teachers: principal lecturers, for whom the requirement is a
postgraduate (licentiate or doctorate) degree, and lecturers, who must have a Master’s
degree. Both categories of teachers must have a minimum of three years of work experience.

Quality issues
The underlying theme in quality assurance is the question, how does an institution know that
the standards and objectives it has set for itself are being met?
In this report I will be referring on our interview with International office staff , on the
self-evaluation of TAMK quality, which took place in 2005 and on EU document entitled
"White paper".

In 2005, Tampere Polytechnic stated their vision and mission considering "quality" as:
• students will be successfully employed after their graduation
• is a multi-disciplinary learning and expertise centre



• is a networked development centre for the needs of industry and
commerce
• Its effectiveness is based on efficient small units

The first question asked in the interview was about identification of the goals of TAMK as
educational institution and if there is any connection toward EU quality frameworks. The
primary goal of TAMK was defined as "to get students graduated for the professions that they
are studying for", but the response on the further question, as are there any goals connected
to EU quality framework, was that "it is interesting that you are talking to people from the
International office, while the president would be the best person to talk to about this things".
However  the contribution toward improving quality of education should take into account
every member of the school, including staff that provides special services (guides ect.) and
students. If they are part of the Polytechnic then they are subjects to Polytechnic’s quality
improvement. Moreover, improving the mobility of students and teachers is one of the
objectives in the EU quality framework  and so it includes the international office who is the
provider of mobility information. I believe that being aware of quality objectives that institution
is striving for means an opportunity for contributing to their realization. Moreover, all members
of the "school community" should be involved in improving the quality of education and
building up the quality culture. It is not a sign of development if the school staff does not know
what are the directions and targets for the development. Since the staff we have interviewed
was not knowledgeable of the contents and aims of the quality system in TAMK, how can they
support them or evaluate them and afterwards implement improvements?
Later on there was a question referring the goals of TAMK, if Polytechnic has more goals,
other than preparation for working life, because emphasis was mainly on work and nothing
was said about the students" self-improvement. Taking the whole interview into account, I
might say that there is considerably a lack of awareness of educational missions, like
students growth, development, developing self-confidence or desire for further learning,
learning how to think by themselves etc. These are already a historical goals of every school.

Work life and education
Further on, because the demands in the world of work and in education are constantly
changing, one of the objectives that EU is trying to achieve, is to improve the match between
demands of labour market and education as a shaper of working force. Therefore one of the
questions was also concerning the way of getting informed about what the working world
requires. Considering their answer "...there is constant post-cooperation among universities
and working life, companies, where the discussion is going on all the time..." , I could say that
TAMK is trying to meet the demands of employers really effectively.  Students must have 5
moths of practical training before they are able to graduate. This is taking place in the
company, where students are being supervised by special persons, who visit them during
their training. These "supervisors" talk to employers or others responsible for students, to get
the "fresh" information directly from the company, if the education provided by TAMK is
meeting their needs. This dialogue gives a good framework for curriculum, which is being
defined by the TAMK itself. But how is the quality assured?

TAMK practices self-evaluation, which includes internal, external, national and international
reports. Teachers reflect their work, progress with superior and also students give the
feedback about courses at the end of it. But are these gathered information implemented,



taken into account in the curriculum? And if, how?

This question unfortunately remains open, because one of the greatest challenges that the
TAMK is facing (taken out of the interview), was said to be, how to improve, take into account
these feedbacks, what is done after feedback is gained and are  trainers and teachers being
told about it. Moreover, if the feedback is gained only at the and of the course, there is only
next generations that will experience improvements, if they will, and not present one. So one
of the solutions, which TAMK is talking about, is the feedback from students and superiors in
the middle of the course, which could fasten the improvement of teaching. Moreover, it was
emphasised in the interview, that students can see whether the curricula is being up to date
with innovations, when they are involved in practical training. But do they have any chance to
influence on it, if the curriculum has fallen behind? Or whom they can report to? It is of great
importance not only to give students a chance of evaluating curricula, but also in what kind of
circumstances the evaluation is taking place. For example, before the last exam, when
student might be feared of, that the content of their feedback would influence on their grade
ect., so the feedback could be false.
In order to provide quality teaching there should be a chance for the staff development, even
better if it is organized.

There is also requirement for teachers in order to have a permanent position in polytechnic,
they need to have 2 to 3 years of experiences from industry or company, but the knowledge is
getting old very quickly in today changing society. Therefore it should to be taking care of their
knowledge, for being up to date. At TAMK there are seminars and courses being organized
for teachers for at least 6 days per year. But it was said at the interview, that if a certain
teacher has attended, for example 3 months course, it is enough for couple of years. Is it
really enough? As the knowledge is changing constantly nowadays and also the standards of
quality and effectiveness are being improved, there is a great need for having "fresh"
knowledge.  We could compare this with our biological need. If a person would eat for three
months, would this be enough for next couple of years? As our body constantly needs food
for rebuilding itself, also personal knowledge should be "freshly" informed all the time, so that
the quality of teaching or providing new information for others, would therefore be higher. But
as every teacher has his/her own level of development, not everyone has the same, they
would also need an individual learning or "improvement" plan. We did not get any trace of that
kind of learning plan.

All in all the quality understanding remained rather work oriented. Quality related and
evaluated by representatives of business and industry as well as by the students. There were
not many hints how aware students are of this process. There was no written out quality of
EDUCATION, because as it was stated there is no need to fix that in words and outlines it is a
soft demand. As observers we think this shows two worlds. The world of working life which is
clearly visible and setting the scale for quality measurement and the world of education which
is daily life but in terms of quality invisible and soft factors.

Quality framework
Another objective of quality framework is concerning lifelong learning. Schools should
encourage students for continuing their learning. Mentioned in the interview there is very strict
limit for the period of time for staying at Polytechnic. However, students can not stay there



forever and they are "pushed" to complete their studies in a definite time. Then they can
proceed further. And also the study guidance is being offered at the beginning and in the
middle of their studies. That in a way also explains the low dropout rate.
But as they are "pushed" to finish  their studies, how are they then encouraged to continue
their learning? The answer was:" Lifelong learning is everywhere. When students in their
working place get to know the needs of company, then they can come back. Polytechnic is
maintaining the contact with its graduates, by sending them information about which courses
are new, so they can attend them." The questions raising at this point are: "But do they come
back and actually attend them?, Is the desire for further learning being awaken during their
studies at TAMK?, Were the skills for self-initiative learning being gained during studies?"
These questions remain open.

Drop-out as an indicator for quality
Since the increasing employability is also one of the important outcomes of VET, the TAMK is
being successful in achieving it. Considering that the 75% - 85%  of students were employed
before they have graduated. Of course that depends on the need of labour market, but
another critical question arises from this. For how long were they employed? Was it only for
one year or even less, if we are aware that it is hard to get permanent working place? This
percentages should not be taken for granted as nobody knows what happens to those
students afterwards.

Impressions during the observation
First of all, when we came to the TAMK, we could not find an International office, therefore we
have asked a student to tell us the way. Surprisingly the student did not know. Luckily another
student heard us asking and told us the way.  Relying to our first impression we could ask
ourselves: How are students informed about the possibilities for international mobility if do not
know where to get information about it?

We visited a computer room and it was stated that it is not worth seeing it because it would
look similar at all universities and polytechnics. But we didn’t see it that way during the
observation. The rooms were very well equipped, students were active there in their free time
and there was a whole building only with computer rooms. It was also explained that the
computers are used for class-room settings as well as for self-directed learning. We think the
TAMK is rather well equipped.

Conclusions
 "Quality as exceptional, in the sense that the quality is something at the top, like you try to
reach the quality.  And it is exclusive of all the things that are average and good, but  they
only take that as a luxury kind of thing.  And then it would be a quality as perfection  or
consistencies, that you have a quality handbook. If you do this according to the guidebook,
then the process is perfect in a sense or consistent. And then you would have a quality
witness for purpose and I think that is very much like industry or business life aspect. They
want to have students who know  how to work when you go to a company and start doing
accounting for the company. And then quality as value for money, and that is probably the
taxpayers. Finish people who are paying for the education, we don’t collect tuition fee...We
taxpayers want that they have value for the money, they pay. When you graduate they want
to have you working for Finland and again giving something back.  And then finally quality as



transformation, a kind of stakeholder, that it says that quality is achieved when student are
able to make decisions about their own learning. A kind of philosophical way of quality is
reached when something is transformed."
This are considered to be directions for quality framework toward which the Polytechnic
should strive.
Further question was asked, if considering these five aspects of quality, the TAMK is then
seen as being qualified. First response was: "In some points". Then this statement was
repaired in a way: "I think we qualify for them more, no matter if well or badly..."
However, I think it would be better if their own personal thinking of what the quality of
Polytechnic should be about would be outsaid, then it would have been easier to make a
judgment if they are in any way connected with the quality framework of TAMK.

In today multicultural society, especially at the working places, has become increasingly
important for the potential workers to have developed social skills. We are aware that
employees do not work in specialised tasks anymore, but every task is connected with others,
any area of working space in a certain company depends on other areas. That is way
"knowing how" to cooperate effectively gains on its importance.  One of the best ways of
learning how to function and cooperate with others is at school.
"Social abilities concern interpersonal skills, i.e. behaviour at work and a whole range of skills
corresponding to the level of responsibility held, such as the ability to cooperate and work as
part of a team, creativeness and the quest for quality. Full mastery of these skills can be
acquired in a working environment and therefore mainly on the job." (White book)
To this definition of necessity for developing social skills I would add also the school
environment, because there student start to develop their attitudes toward group or team
learning and are transferring them to a working environment or elsewhere. These skills can
be learned and a good place to start with learning them is the school. Therefore we have
asked the interviewees if there is any method that is occupying the first position among others
in teaching. The first response was: " lecturing I guess" "but it differs form educational
program, also some projects".
I think that since the Polytechnic’s main role is considered to be preparing students for
working life, therefore teaching methods should be far more emphasized, if the school wants
to develop social and cooperative skills, which today business world requires.
If there was self-fulfilment or personal growth and learning to think for themselves left out from
the missions of the Polytechnic, then I would expect that discussion is not being used so often
in teaching. Because it is one of the methods which is especially known for its outcome - learn
to think for yourself, learn to shape your thoughts, ideas - and I believe that this traditional
mission of school should not be left out.

An important indicator for developing quality culture is having in some way personal definition
of quality connected with the definition of quality of the Polytechnic.
As in cultural society we should have some common definitions of certain things in order to be
able to cooperate, also people working in certain school should have some aspects of
defining quality in common. It helps school’s staff to develop feelings of belonging hood and
"work identity". If personnel feels connected, if feels to belong to a certain working place their
enthusiasm for contributing to improvement of the quality in educating is increasing. Therefore
common understanding of what quality is in reliance to Polytechnic, is of great importance for
inclusion of all the members in school community. However the personal understanding of



quality was a quotation from one of the seminars attended in Netherlands. It was developed
by science of traditional university and is taken from the stakeholder perspective of the quality
in education.

Reflection
Quality is a complex word and because we were interviewing only one part of school
personnel, our conclusions should not be generalized in any way.
Nevertheless, there were some critical points raised through this interview, which need
special attention. I would say that the quality is never truly achieved no matter how the
educational institution is trying to, because there will always be some factors remaining
critical. Being perfect is not being human or not being led by humans.
In conclusion I would like to focus on the cooperation of all members of the "school
community" in achieving the standards of quality in education. The contribution of business
world, teachers, trainers, students and other staff is needed if the certain level of quality is to
be achieved. But first of all Polytechnic should take care of everyone to be informed what the
institution is trying to achieve, toward what it is striving for, its goals and missions. And
furthermore I believe there is a need for common understanding of quality in educational
institution, for all, which  is also important for its evaluation. Because it would be hard for a
person to evaluate something if he or she does not know how it is defined or what are the
objectives for it?
I think that the atmosphere of cooperation also needs attention if the needs of the world of
work are intended to be met. That means to give more attention to teaching methods and first
of all educate or at least inform teachers of their usefulness.
Many things remain unclear and open, which further need to be observed if we want to say
that the institution is "qualified".

In order to get a better view of the understanding of quality in TAMK we think it is necessary
to get more perspectives. There is a need to ask students and then confront these two views.
Do students really feel that they are prepared for working life. What do they think about the
quality of education they get and are they aware of the quality assurance processes. Also the
planners of the programmes would be useful for interviews because they can tell how the
quality issues from working life find their way to the curriculum.


